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The bubble trouble game is all about the game of shooting the bubbles without touching the body of
a character.  In this game a very large bubble appears on the screen and when a player shoots this
and it automatically divided into many small parts which also have to be targeted by the shooter.
The player have to keep themselves safe from the characters in order to avoid the contact with the
bubbles because if the character touch with their arrow then they will lose the game and the game
will come to its end. In bubble trouble, more bubbles hit will directly leads to the higher score and
more quickly you will enter the next level.

Different Formats in the Game

Player has a choice of playing the game. They can either play individually or with their friend. There
are keys available to make in hits possible in different directions i.e. Right key to shoot in rightward
direction, left key to shoot in left direction, and space bar to shoot the bubbles whereas in the two
players game, second player can use the WAC keys i.e. W to shoot the bubbles, A to move left and
C to move right.

Not only with the help of keys, players can also use the mouse button to make the shot and to set
the direction of the character i.e. left click for shooting, and left and right moves to set the character
in different directions. But it is sure that if one player is using the mouse then other player is left with
no option and he has to use the keyword to play because the option of playing with mouse will
automatically disabled.

The additional thing of this game is, players can adjust or change the controlling keys according to
their need and compatibility. For changing, they have to simply select the default key and then
select the desired key they want.  Apart from this, they can also make changes in the audio level
according to their need.

Layouts of the game

With bubble trouble, players can either download tha game and play it in offline more or can play it
online. The layout has numerous features like you can check the status of other player which you
can see on your screen at the bottom. Not only this when you will lose the game you can also have
a look of highest score which you can achieve later.
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